Abstract
Three technologies, i.e. Cloud, SDN, and NFV, the most frequently touted as promising terms to pave the way to the next generation networking era are keenly needed to be harmonized for vertical application service providers. This holistic approach to orchestrate application service on the edge of the network is based on requirements such as Service Profile and Service Policy with environmental condition from service providers and network providers respectively. This paper shows how to organize and manage the application service from the perspective of end user side with two requirements, profile and policy, leveraging three disruptive technologies.
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1 Introduction
Cloud networks provide various services on top of virtualized compute and storage resources. The flexible operation and optimal usage of the underlying infrastructure are realized by resource orchestration methods and virtualization techniques developed during the recent years [1].

Also, networking and software design principles converge currently under the notions of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV). This means that network services are not anymore static and manually configured, but they become flexible and in the end virtualized components. This convergence enables to dynamically orchestrate the network, to move network functions to the cloud and to direct and prioritize traffic intelligently. Applying cloud principles to network services, configuration and management requires mechanisms for automation, virtualization and elasticity. Ultimately, network services may improve the customer experience for the end users requiring on-demand network resources [2].

Cloud management technology enables computing environment including server, storage and networking between them. Virtual networking functions for the service will be deployed and managed by NFV technology and packets from the customers of the service will be directed and followed along the designated path which is established by the packet forwarding policy making use of SDN technology [3, 4].

This paper suggests holistic service orchestration methodology and procedures accommodating service features based on demand from the vertical service providers by leveraging cloud, SDN and NFV capabilities as well as adaptive service management techniques along with environmental variables. In Section 2, holistic orchestration concept and its features will be described in more detail. Case study of the process are covered in Section 3 followed by conclusion in Section 4.

2 Orchestration over Distributed Cloud-NFV Platform

A distributed Cloud-NFV platform refers to an open platform for realization of network functions virtualization based on cloud and software defined networking technologies. It includes a global service manager (GSM) and at least one Micro Data Center (MDC) as shown in Figure 1.

The GSM integrally controls and manages cloud resources, i.e. MDCs in the distributed cloud environment. The GSM may provide a Service Profile input from the service provider and a service according to a Service Policy information to the service user. Further, the GSM orchestrates the service according to various environment factors which may be changed during execution of the service.

The MDC includes at least one virtual functions and the application servers. For example, the virtual functions and the application servers of one MDC are virtually linked with a virtual functions and an application servers of other MDC and an application servers of another MDC, and may provide a service according to a service flow to the service end user.
2.1 Service Interface Handler

A GSM includes a Service Interface Handler and a Service Orchestrator. The Service Interface Handler has a Service Profile Parser and a Service Analyzer in it. The Service Interface Handler may receive the process a Service Profile and service providing policies from the service provider. The Service Specification may be generated as a result of the processing.

The Service Profile Parser may receive the Service Profile and the service providing policy. The Service Profile includes overall information necessary for providing the service such as contents of the service to be provided from the service provider, information on operational control of the MDC and control information on execution, change, stop, and restart of the service. The Service Profile may be configured by abstractive natural languages. The service providing policy is a factor which causes influence upon the service flow and may be received from the network provider and service provider.

The Service Profile Parser may classify the service indicated by the Service Profile according to attribute by parsing the Service Profile input...
from the service provider. In detail, the Service Profile Parser may classify attributed of the service according to the information included in the Service Profile. By going through Service Analyzer, service attribute information and environment condition information for providing the service may be obtained. In this case, the Service Policy information may be considered as one of the environment condition information to be considered when the service is initially provided or when the service is changed. Operation of the service to be offered may be changed according to the environment condition information such as:

- Status condition: operation may be changed according to status of the network, MDC and the virtual functions
- Time slot condition: server operation may be changed according to time slot
- Service level agreement condition: service operation may be changed based on SLA
- Zone condition: service operation may be changed according to a service request zone
- Service flow condition: service operation may be changed according to the service flow
- Service providing policy: service attribute detail information may be changed according to a corresponding service providing policy when a certain policy is proposed and transmitted by the service provider or the service manager. Service scaling, service mobility, and service chaining policy may be changed according to the service providing policy.

2.2 Service Orchestrator

The Service Orchestrator includes an Orchestration Planner, an Orchestration Controller and an Event Handler as illustrated in Figure 2.

The Orchestration Planner analyzes the Service Specification transferred from the Service Interface Handler and recognize the capacity and the function of the MDC required by the service attribute detail information of the Service Specification. The Orchestration Planner may specify MDC candidates satisfying the function and the processing capacity of the MDC required by the Service Specification with reference to the configuration information.

At operation, the Orchestration Planner may decide an optimal MDC from the MDC candidates with reference to the status information. In order to decide the optimal MDC, service attribute, regional characteristic, and
As a next step, the Orchestration Planner identifies virtual functions and the application servers required for the MDC to be deployed the service. The virtual functions and the application servers may be configured to be mapped to the MDC and to be operated as an independent functional entity in a virtual network which is composed of multiple virtual links between virtual entities. Though the connection of the virtual link, a virtual network considering the attribute of the service, the regional characteristics and the host environment may be configured. The Orchestration Planner may generate a Service Template based on the virtual network configuration information.
generated together with the attribute information and the condition information include in the Service Specification. The Orchestration Planner provides the Service Template to the Orchestration Scheduler which is supposed to create service orchestration instances based on the Service Template received from the Orchestration Planner.

The Orchestration Scheduler generates the service instance messages such as initialization and changes according to the Service Orchestration Instance and transfer the generated service instance message to the Orchestration Controller. The service instance message includes information on the service flow and information on associated virtual functions and application servers.

For example, the Orchestration Scheduler may firstly generate the Service Orchestration Instance by selecting the virtual functions and the application servers necessary for initial service execution according to the generated Service Orchestration Instance. Secondly, it decides the service flow with respect to the selected virtual functions and application servers for initial service execution and information on the relevant MDC and virtual functions included in the initial execution instance message.

Meanwhile, the Orchestration Scheduler may register the environment condition information included in the Service Template to the Event Handler. When the Orchestration Scheduler receives an event indication that meets registered environment condition information from the Event Handler, the Orchestration Scheduler selects the virtual functions and the application servers necessary for the execution of the service change, and connect the virtual functions with the application servers with reference to the service attribute detail information. The service flow for the execution of the service change and information on the relevant virtual functions and application servers may be included in a change execution instance message.

The Orchestration Controller may control the virtual functions and the application servers distributed in the MDC based on the received service instance message. In detail the service or controller may transfer a service execution control command through an interface engaged with the distributed MDC. Accordingly the service according to the service flow may be provided to the user. When the Orchestration Controller receives the initial execution instance message the controller obtains the service flow of the service to be firstly provided on the virtual network according to the initial execution instance message. The Orchestration Controller may transmit a service execution control command for the virtual functions and application servers of the MDC.
3 Case Study of Holistic Service Orchestration

As an example, media service which is supposed to provide real-time or on-demand video images to the end users coming through the cameras and video servers spread around the multiple region. This type of service is required to offer synthesized images coming from multiple origins or deliver stored videos based on demand.

For the sake of efficiency of the storage, only images of moving objects are stored and processed for offering to the end user when those images are requested. Some images will be cached in the local area in case of public content. Service may provide local-customized application conveying commercials from the local area of the end users with the content that user requested.

3.1 Service Profile

As the first stage of the service deployment, Service Profile registered via service platform interface will be parsed and analyzed to produce Service Specification which contains service characteristics such as a following example.

- Service identifier: Unique identifier of the service to be deployed
- Scope of Service (Local or Global): Global
- Type of Service (application type or networking type): application type
- Application servers Information (required application servers and attributes): image synthesizer, media, storage, range of the number of servers, performance indicators
- Virtual Network Functions Information (required VNFs and attributes): image filter, virtual switch, transcoder, cache, advertiser, load balancer with their performance, the number of instances of the VNFs
- Performance (Requirement from the perspective of end users, latency, bandwidth, frequency of use) lower than 100 ms latency, higher than 20 Mbps, 5 times, 2 hours/day
- Scaling policy (Scaling condition of application servers and VNFs, applicable for scale up/down, scale in/out): scale out in case of more than 2k session per server
- Mobility policy (Server migration condition): 2 hours pertaining service with over 100 ms latency
- Chaining policy (multiple VNFs and value added function chaining condition): acceleration depending on SLA, VNFs chaining based on time zone and traffic volume.
3.2 Service Orchestration Process

Figure 3(a) shows a Service Specification for virtualized media service specifying required application servers, virtual network functions which are identified and extracted from the Service Profile provided by the media service provider. The Service Specification produced from a Service Profile will be transferred to Service Planner of the Service Orchestration System to develop the Service Template by comparisons of current resource capacity and status with service requirements specified on the Service Specification. Optimized selection of the region for placement of application servers and virtual network functions will be performed for service provisioning with virtual links identified for the establishment of networking environment between servers and VNFs.

A Service Template in Figure 3(b) denotes provisioning model distributing application servers and VNFs over multiple MDCs with optimization policy based on information specified on the Service Specification such as frequency of use and performance metrics of the service components. Application servers and VNFs deployed in distribution would be connected through virtual links with layer 2 connectivity for building a virtual network between them which is distinguished from the physical connection. After all, Service Template process in the Orchestration Planner means the construction of service infrastructure by displaying server and function with network between them.

Orchestration Scheduler performs establishment of the service forwarding path, i.e. Service Instance on the Service Template by creation of a Service
Orchestration Instance which manages corresponding Service Instance. The Service Orchestration Instance performs service instance management through the APIs of MDC.

An initial service instance incorporates servers, functions and virtual links into a service forwarding path in early stage. For the end user A, in the Figure 3(c), initial service which synthesize images out of video content and cameras will be instantiated for the initial service instance. To this end, traffic
flow out of the image server will be classified through virtual switch and traverse transcoder and media server before it arrived to the end user. The initial service of the example requires two application servers, synthesizer and media server, and two virtual functions, virtual switch and transcoder respectively. After the creation of a Service Instance, Orchestration Scheduler takes its control over Orchestration Controller which provides interface to execute the Service Instance. Infrastructure Controller has the responsibility of execution of creation, destruction, modification of virtual resource related to application servers and virtual networks. Virtual functions Controller takes roles of management and control for the virtual functions. Chaining control between VNFs are controlled and managed by Service Chaining Controller respectively.

For an example of Orchestration Controller operation, we suppose End User B wants to have a new video service keeping record of motion images only. To meet the service requirements two additional functions are identified and incorporated in the service by changing packet forwarding path through Service Chaining Controller to create a new Service Instance which traverse newly-added two functions, image-filter function and repository function. The same process is true with the creation of another Service Instance for end user C which is the applicable for the instant commercial insertion application service allowing real-time video to traverse Cache and InsertClip functions by adding a new Service Instance C into the Service Template

4 Conclusion

Network function virtualization (NFV) and software defined networking (SDN) are key technology enablers for cost reductions and new business models in networking [5]. This paper shows a stepwise service orchestration procedures taking possible variables into account such as service profile, policies, environmental conditions and their variations for application oriented service deployment over distributed micro data centers. By leveraging Cloud, SDN and NFV technologies the programmable infrastructure will pave the way to the forthcoming ICT era for application and service-tailored infrastructure. Especially management schemes for scaling, mobility and chaining in the scope of virtual environment should be investigated from the holistic view from the end users perspectives.
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